WiRES – Women in Renewable Energy Sector
Second partners meeting
Sofia, 13 May 2010
UPEE premises, 30 Kap. Todor Nochev Str., 1407 Sofia, Bulgaria
Participants:
•
•
•
•
•

Dechev Teodor (UPEE);
Gospodinova Radosveta (UPEE);
Rossu Balazs (University of Szeged);
Rossi Giulia (Adapt);
Terzimehic Selma (Adapt).

Agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Post – workshop thematic dossier
Final report
Case studies’ template
Final conference
Project development: workload sharing and timetable

1. Post – workshop thematic dossier
• The partners agreed to share all the publications related to WiRES to
their entire network of contacts.
• The partners agreed to contribute to the Dossier which will follow
the workshop each with an article summarizing the workshop’s
presentations.
• The partners exchanged all the material presented during the
Workshop;
• UPEE will provide for the publications of two Bulgarian magazines
dealing with Human Resources and Industrial relations, whose
representatives were present at the Workshop and send the copies of
the articles to the other partners.

2. Final report
• The partners have shared the draft index of the final report.
• Each partners will work on a specific case study as
previously agreed.
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• The representative of the Faculty of Law from Szeged, Mr.
Balasz Rossu is available to be contacted and contribute to
the part related to social dialogue in renewable energy sector.

3. Case studies’ template
• The partners accorded to work on the case studies selected at
company’s level;
• Partners are going to verify the possibility for Hungarian and
Bulgarian partners to work on a case study concerning the
biomasses, instead of eolic or solar photovoltaic sector, while
Italian partners maintain the decision to work on solar
energy.

4. Final conference
• The partners accorded on the draft agenda of the final
conference that will be organized in November 2010 in
Bruxelles.

5. Project development: workload sharing and timetable
• The partners discussed the programme for the next workshop that
will take place on 27th and 28th of May in Karlsruhe, Germany, as a
part of an international conference on “Human Capital for
Sustainability”:
– The Italian partners will provide for a presentation of project and
a paper on the theme of “Women in green economy”. During the
same event, a representative of CISL – Policies for Women
Department from Italy, will present a work on the subject of
Trade unions for Women in green economy;
– The Bulgarian and Hungarian partners will give the feedback
about their availability to present their work on the second
workshop as soon as possible (by the end of the next week);
• The representatives of Faculty of Law in Szeged, Hungary, will send
their proposals of intervention for the third Workshop, that will be
held in Milan, Italy, and will focus on the role of social dialogue.
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